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„WEICON – One contact and supplier 
for all chemical-technical products“

     - Henning Voß

WEICON supports you in the correct handling of chemical-technical products to minimise hazard potentials.
With our help, you can optimise your processes, reduce costs and outsource administrative workload.

WEICON helps you to meet current requirements in regard to safety data sheets, instruction manuals, technical 
data sheets, industry-specific product registrations and certificates.  Moreover, we offer you on-site support by 
our trained specialists in the fields of adhesive and lubricating technology and application engineering.

  Safety data sheets
  Safety data sheets in 46 languages in compliance with the country-specific legal system worldwide. 
  You can retrieve the latest version for the relevant product online from www.weicon.de at all times.

  Instruction manuals and certificates
  For every WEICON product, we can provide you with an instruction manual template upon request, which you can
  adapt to the respective requirements. Many WEICON products also have
  separate registrations and certificates, which we also happily make available to you.

  On-site professional consulting
  We analyse your current products and the corresponding production processes. In addition, we suggest
  solutions, which save resources, increase occupational safety and user-friendliness.

  Our specialist departments support you 
  Support in responding to official queries and topics, in questions regarding storage and 
  the transport of WEICON products and in projects in the field of adhesive technology
  (adhesive selection, test series, dispensing and automation).

  Product selection, test bonds, your product sample
  Based on adhesive tests (e.g. lap shear test), we recommend you the right
  adhesive. Based on our many years of experience, we determine the ideal chemical-technical product for your
  application in maintenance, repair or production.

  Variety reduction
  Avoidance of different and duplicate chemical products. You optimise
  your supplier management and reduce administrative tasks. WEICON is your competent
  partner for all your chemical-technical products.
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